Probabilistic Based Optimized Adaptive Clustering Scheme for Energy-Efficiency in Sensor Networks
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Abstract – The key factor affecting the life span of the sensor network when node battery capacity is constrained is communication energy utilization. Although these networks are commonly used, they still require research to make full use of their outstanding features in communication. The utilization of energy is a major issue for which an optimization strategy to minimize energy usage and enhance the service life of the network is recommended. It was achieved by cultivating the energy balance of all Sensor Nodes (SNs) in clusters to reduce the dissipation of energy during data transmission. The aim of this paper is to implement an optimized refined probabilistic methodology to address the issue of how to conserve energy, maintain a balanced system throughput, and extend the lifespan of sensor network. The suggested scheme strengthens the Cluster Head (CH) selection threshold by taking into account the node’s residual power, distance between the node, Base Station (BS), node dormancy mechanism and CH Re-election process. The proposed technique employs clustering with set time frame for transmission, which minimizes count of nodes involved in actual data transfer and will increase the lifespan. The proposed methodology helps to choose energy-aware CHs based on a fitness feature that takes SN’s remaining energy and the neighboring SN’s energy number. Furthermore, the proposed protocol L-DDRI’s (LEACH -Distance Degree Residual Index) efficiency is measured against other common contemporary routing protocols such as Low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH), Uneven Clustering Strategy (UCS) and Distributed Energy-Efficient Clustering (DEEC). Analytical research and extensive simulation demonstrate shows improvement of proposed protocol L-DDRI in terms of lifespan, number of CHs, energy utilization, performance and overall reliability of the network and number of packets sent to Base station other existing technique.

Index Terms – Energy Efficiency, Cluster Head Selection, Distance Degree Residual Index (DDRI), Threshold.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are a series of a large count of sensor nodes (SNs) having restricted capacities for sensing, processing, and networking. Such SNs are spread around a large area, with one or more Base stations (BS). With the development in technical knowledge, WSNs are commonly deployed to perform a necessary function as climate forecasting, environmental monitoring, petrol drilling, predictive farming, avoidance in natural disasters, energy, humidity and vegetation control, crisis prevention, military identification, forest fire tracking Compliance track. SNs are deployed automatically in most applications with insufficient battery capacity. The collection of route strategies is an essential problem for the optimal transmission of sensed data to target from its origin. The routing technique used in these networks would ensure minimal energy usage because of battery replacement. Depending on their implementation and network design, many energy-savvy routing protocols were proposed and developed for Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). The architecture of a routing protocol has problems, primarily due to insufficient space, poor transmission capacity, weak processing capacity, no traditional addressing system, overhead computing, and sensor node self-organization. Sensors, therefore, still have problems in field deployments like random formats and poor battery situations. Nevertheless, the major topic of WSNs is still increasing the performance of sensor nodes, growing the node energy usage, and expanding network time. The data transmission protocol's energy usage is essentially equal to the transmitting gap within WSNs. Then a routing protocol is used to reduce the excess energy loss, and more capacity is required for data transmission. Here two significant categories of routing protocols are implemented as flat routing and hierarchical routing protocols.

LEACH is a probabilistic routing protocol for cluster-based sensor networks. The CH of each cluster summarizes data obtained from nodes during the CH election process transmits to the BS [1]. The threshold value $T(n)$ given in equation 1 and random integer, $r_i \ (0 \leq r_i < 1)$ define CH selection process. As $r_i \leq T(n)$ is fulfilled, the node is chosen as CH
for the current Round. The restriction value $T(n)$ shall be determined as:

$$T(n) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{p}{1 - p \times \text{mod}(\frac{r}{p})}, & n \in F \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \quad (1)$$

Here $p$ is the percentage of the count of CHs to reflect the likelihood that every sensor nominated as CH in $r$ [2], $r$ is round count, $F$ is nodes not suggested as CH in existent $1/p$ of $r$. The power amplifier energy usage is seen in comparison to the overall energy usage proportion over distance expressed in equation 2.

$$\text{ratio} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{m \times f_s \times d^2}{m \times f_{elec} + m \times f_s \times d^2}, & d \leq d_0 \\
\frac{m \times f_{elec} + m \times f_{mp} \times d^2}{m \times f_s \times d^2}, & d > d_0
\end{cases} \quad (2)$$

This method implements the clustering principle and regular data processing, which can minimize the exchange of data between nodes and BS. This mechanism will also not only minimize power drain but can also prolong network existence. Additionally, the CH uses the data aggregation process to minimize clustered results. This approach will also maximize network data capacities and decrease energy usage. In addition, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) plan causes the participant nodes to go into sleep mode, and this process keeps off the cluster collision and increases the battery life of the sensors [3–5]. However, when choosing the CH, the node density is not included in the conventional algorithm. During CHs allocation, the location of nodes and estimated count of CHs/r are addressed. This procedure cannot, however, guarantee that the CHs are distributed uniformly [6]. However, when choosing CH algorithm might not recognize the remaining node energy and the total energy of all nodes. It would result in a node being chosen as the CH with a reduced capacity. And this procedure contributes to the node capacity accelerated exhaustion [6]. Eventually, CH connects with BS explicitly by following a single mode of hop communications. If BS is distant from any CH, 80% of the node’s energy usage comes from power failure of far distance transmission of data [7]. Under the concept of the free space channel, the energy utilization of the amplifier to the overall energy utilization ratio is approximately 80%, while $d$ is 141 m. In comparison, the power amplifier energy utilization to the overall energy utilization ratio under the multi-path fading the channel model is around 80 percent when $d \approx 112 m$. Thus, looking at actual implementations, an energy-efficient system needs to be built to reduce the WSN’s energy loss. There are also certain drawbacks to it [8] like:

1. The remaining energy in the nodes is not taken into consideration when making the randomly generated CH method.
2. As the network size grows, CHs that are distant from BS quickly absorb more resources.
3. TDMA (Multiple Access Time Division) plans have several constraints: every CH requires its own period to collect the information in the assigned slot given the absence of recent data.
4. Many clusters will have more sensors than other clusters impacting the amount of data transfer to BS. Nodes in a compact cluster can consume energy more rapidly than nodes corresponding to a larger cluster.
5. The sensors produce a random integer, $r_i$ ($0 \leq r_i < 1$), if $r_i$ then the threshold, it acts as CH. So, CHs are generated with no constraint.
6. Sensor the node energy performance is influenced by the amount of usage of node as a CH.

1.1 Contributions of the Work

The enhanced algorithm succeeds in sufficiently expanding the network’s lifespan, providing superior vitality skills and a longer lifetime of the system than traditional algorithms. An optimized algorithm is proposed in this paper to ensure the reliability and stability of the CH and better energy efficiency of the entire network.

The rest of this paper is structured into modules. In Section 2, discuss the relevant research and motivation in this area in a descriptive way. In Section 3, describe the network structure and energy model of the proposed technique. In Section 4, describe the proposed technique L-DDRI and its analytic description in detail. Discuss a comparative analysis in section 5 and an interpretation of the findings in section 6 to verify the proposed methodology. Finally, Section 7, offers the conclusion and future aspects.

2. RELATED WORK

Several researchers have studied the clustering routing mechanism based on the Probabilistic energy-efficient clustering technique. The methodology is implementing consistent clustering, maximizing the preference of the Cluster head and the headcount of the control cluster. Homogeneous clustering will manage energy demand in the hierarchical routing protocol, which causes CH to die early because of needless excessive energy utilization. UCS [9] builds clusters with non-uniform dimensions as per distance in CH and BS to optimize network resources. DK-LEACH changes the Count of CHs dynamically dependent on the propagation rate of the nodes, thereby allowing uniform energy spread [10]. Energy Efficient Clustering Scheme (EECS) [11] chooses CHs with higher leftover energy applying radio interaction for achieving a better distribution of clusters. LEACH-DCHS (Deterministic Cluster-Head Selection) [12], nodes with higher remaining energy are
nominated through deterministic CH selection. LEACH protocol's option of CHs is random, and CH count varies tremendously.

Jiman et al. [13] proposed a collection of CHs based on the threshold. For the consecutive cycles, a CH chosen would stay as CH until its energy drops down by a maximum of 10% of its initial energy value to save the energy expended on broadcasting CH's advertising in each cycle. Zhiyong et al. [14] developed a circular variable LEACH protocol by rendering a round-time CH rotation dependent on node energy and CH size. The movement of CH is variable from Round to round. Rui et al. [15] introduced the usage of distance threshold and energy-based threshold criteria CHs and choosing to align the gap between CHs. Sang et al. [16] introduced updated CH selection probability dependent on the difference between the predicted CHs at various distances from the BS and the non-CH nodes. This also uses multi-hop communication for the nodes situated well away from the BS.

Khalid et al. [17] proposed an Adaptive energy-conscious cluster-based routing protocol for WSNs utilizing node degree criteria, node distance to BS, and node residual energy to maintain efficient cluster creation and cluster size distribution as well. It also accounts for preserving equal data traffic load by properly designing forwarding routes to prevent any node from wasting extra resources. The CHs are continuously rotated between nodes.

Stable election protocol (SEP) [18] is built heterogeneously for two-level networking. Centered on the sensor nodes' initial energies of each node is given an estimated probability. Since nodes have higher initial strength, an epoch of cluster creation for advanced nodes is reduced and has great chances to become CH. Enhanced-SEP (E-SEP) [19] is an improvement of the 3 stage SEP protocol Hierarchy in lieu of a Hierarchy with two tiers. E-SEP has three different degrees of original node energies. The Improvement nodes have initial energy double that of standard nodes, whereas intermediate nodes have an initial capacity of 1.5x with an increase in different energy rates within nodes, which improves the lifetime of the network.

DEEC protocol [20] is based on a clustering method, in which CHs are identified on the basis of remaining energy extensions and average sensor capacity. The epoch for each node is complex because of the various beginning and residual energy levels. Here nodes that stake both original and remaining resources have better odds of becoming CHs in comparison to low energy nodes. This idea is essentially close to SEP's, as the two proposals change each node's epoch to its capacity. TDEEC [21] constitutes an upgrade on the DEEC protocol implemented to adjust the threshold function for the node to be identified as the CH. It uses the same approach to measure the total energy in-network and to use it in the formulation threshold. At TDEEC, Currently, the trigger calculation involves an energy element that makes sure nodes that have more remaining energy will become CH.

In [22], four separate clustering protocols were analyzed in the paper. The calculation was determined by the count of control packets, hops, live nodes, and distribution of data to BS and residual capacity. An enhanced methodology based on the adaptive clustering approach was suggested for hierarchical routing, which addresses the drawback that CH often designed cluster and absorbs loads of energy [23, 24]. In [25] introduced, it is important to consider the gap between CHs and BS as the key factor if the BS is placed beyond the network, far from direct node contact and counting other factors for clustering as well. If the network is tiny with smaller BS, then the distance from CM plays the same function as the distance from the BS to BS as the clustering of unequal scale influences the subsequent nodes even more rapidly in the network. Energy-efficient Cluster-head Selection Technique (EECST) [26] eliminates the energy consumption needed to prolong the existence of the network. The methodology has three stages: choice of CHs based on remaining energy, aggregation routine, and retention of high remaining energy throughout the WSN. Episodic processing of CHs considering remaining energy results in a standardized allocation of energy usage across all SNs. An efficient CH choice (OCHS) [27] taking received signal strength index (RSSI) obtained from SNs from BS. The OCHS methodology considers optimizing the lifespan of the network dependent on RSSI values and SN's remaining energy. The criteria for CH selection in WSN have been stated in accordance with the categorization [28, 29, 30]. Network segregation and the creation of clusters inside the area resulted in improved coverage area across various regions. Besides this, BS performs CH selection and updating the nodes, reducing the load on SNs and lowering energy usage [31]. To reduce energy usage gives a sleeping-waking up scheduler [32].

Throughout the above-mentioned clustering protocols, there are several concerns about accurate CH collection, efficient cluster creation, and network administration. The CH election parameters are implicitly related to the probabilistic approach or associated with the probabilistic approach to the threshold. Through changing the CH selection criterion, the most suitable node can be identified as CH. Yet the internal expense decreases. Often, the node chosen as CH is in the area or in the region, which raises the network's energy usage and hence decreases network efficiency. So, the node with this location is unfit for CH's function. The nodes will also have stronger internal parameters and better communication with nodes, which are primarily situated inside the premise of the network. Hence, a stronger approach to CH selection improves network efficiency parameters. That and every algorithm described in the paper tried to modify the threshold function $T(n)$, and compared it to a random number dependent on a standard system of random number
3. NETWORK MODEL AND ENERGY REPRESENTATION FOR PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

3.1. Network Model

Each SN comprises a node-information data packet, which includes details relevant to the respective SN. During cluster creation, all SNs transmitted their node-information data packet to all neighboring SNs. Before providing descriptions of the proposed work, the basic design issue of the proposed work is presented. The following conventions are considered for the design framework of the proposed protocol is shown in Figure 1.

1) The WSN consists of a significant number of SNs; that is, once deployed in a target area, the positions of the nodes can no longer shift.
2) The nodes organized in the tracking region are subject to some means of accessing their geographical details.
3) Every node shall have its own identifier dependent on the MAC address allocation techniques. To create the identifier of each node in the network, the MAC address is uniquely allocated.
4) In the control area, there is only one BS, and its location is set in the region.
5) Sensor nodes SN have heterogeneous amounts of energy, i.e., they have different initial energies.
6) The routing template for the network is based on a hierarchical routing protocol cluster consisting of a CH node and many non-CH nodes, considered regular nodes. First, the normal nodes send their sensing data to their respective CHs, where each CH node is responsible for the fusion and propagation of the data from the normal nodes to the BS.

3.2. Energy Consumption Model

The network configuration is considered a basic model where the radio dissipates $E_{elec}$ is $50nJ/bit$ to operate the transmitter or to obtain the receiver circuit and $\varepsilon_{amp}$ is $100pJ/bit/m^2$ transmitting amplifier. Figure 2 shows the energy consumption model for the radio equipment. The transmitter operates radio electronics and a power amplifier. Based on the distance between transmitter and receiver, the difference between the energy consumption units for the free space channel and the multi-path channel are $d^2$ and $d^4$, respectively [33, 34].

Due to channel propagation, assume the loss of $d^2$ energy. Transmitting a $k$ bit message over a distance $d$ utilizing the radio model above must expend in equation 3,4:

$$E_{Tx}(k,d) = E_{elec} \times k + \varepsilon_{elec} \times k \times d^\lambda$$ (3)

Receiving the message, radio expends:

$$E_{Rx}(k) = E_{elec} \times k$$ (4)

Here $\lambda$ is the exponent of path loss, and conclude that the radio channel is symmetrical for a specified Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). For short-distance transmission of nodes and CHs, the free-space model is considered, and the multi-path fading model follows for longer-distance communication from CHs to sink [35]. The power usage in the transmission of $k$ bits to a sensor located $d$ meters away can be written as for symmetrical propagation channel as in equation 5, equation 6, and equation 7:

$$E_{Tx}(k,d) = E_{elec} \times k + \varepsilon_f \times k \times d^2, \quad d \leq d_0$$ (6)
A node extracts a random number \( R_d \) from 0 to 1, at the starting of every Round. This \( R_d \) is obtained through normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. The \( R_d \) needs to be 0 < \( R_d < 1 \); alternatively, the node chooses a new \( R_d \). The node completes this cycle until a random number is located in the range of 0 to 1. After \( R_d \) generated, it is contrasted with \( T(n) \) level. If the \( R_d \leq T(n) \) a node nominates itself as a CH, then it must function as a participant (non-CH node) for the current Round. The CH contacts other nodes inside the network regarding its status. Non-CH node chooses one of the CH nodes that need the least communicating resources and sends a connect notification to the chosen CH. CH plan TDMA schedule after obtaining link messages from the non-CH nodes and notify member nodes of their cluster. The key limitation is choosing randomized CH without considering any parameter. In fact, it is needed to change the threshold of elected CH to maximize the lifespan of the network and the energy output. In other terms, three main criteria will be considered: the range between node and BS, the remaining energy, and neighbor’s node count within the cluster range for measuring the level of threshold.

The further residual energy of the node along with the alive neighbors count optimized the CH selection process. Moreover, nodes having at the same residual energy simultaneously, less distant node to sink, and suitable alive neighbors count act as CH.
The electoral mechanism of CH is dependent on the newly developed node index variable \((N_i)\) deduced from currently available energy, initial energy, alive node count, and hop count from BS. In this technique [37], remodeled the threshold value as deciding factor for a node to be chosen as CH. By incorporating the above criteria, incorporate node index \((N_i)\) which is expressed in equation 16:

\[
N_i = \alpha \frac{E_{\text{res}}^n}{E_{\text{in}}[n]} + \rho \left(1 - \frac{\text{Degree}[n]}{N_{\text{alive}}}\right) + \varphi \left(1 - \frac{d_{\text{toBS}}[n]}{d_{\text{toBSmax}}[n]}\right)
\]

(16)

Where \(E_{\text{res}}^n\) is residual energy of node \(n\), \(E_{\text{in}}\) is initial energy, \(N_{\text{alive}}\) is alive nodes count, \(d_{\text{toBS}}[n]\) is the distance from node \(n\) to BS, and \(d_{\text{toBSmax}}[n]\) is node range limit to BS. So, the modified threshold Equation given equation 17 is:

\[
T(S_i) = \frac{P_i}{1-P_i \times \text{max}(\frac{1}{P_i})} \times \alpha \frac{E_{\text{res}}^n}{E_{\text{in}}[n]} + \rho \left(1 - \frac{\text{Degree}[n]}{N_{\text{alive}}}\right) + \varphi \left(1 - \frac{d_{\text{toBS}}[n]}{d_{\text{toBSmax}}[n]}\right)
\]

, if \(S_i \in G\)  

(17)

4.1. L-DDRI Algorithm

i. Initialize the network parameters for WSN and apply unequal clustering for randomized positioning of nodes in the network.

ii. Compute residual energy and average energy of node \(n\) as in equation 18 and equation 19 respectively, initial energy, \(N_{\text{alive}}\) alive nodes count.

\[
E_{\text{res}}^n = E_{\text{in}} \times (1 - \frac{r_{\text{max}}}{n^i})
\]

(18)

\[
E_{\text{res}}^n(1, d_{\text{toBS}}, n^i) = E_{\text{res}}^n - E_{\text{enconf}}^i
\]

(19)

Here, \(E_{\text{res}}^n\) is residual energy, \(E_{\text{enconf}}^i\) is consumed energy, and \(E_{\text{res}}^n\) is the average energy of node \(n\) in \(i\)th iteration.

iii. Compute \(d_{\text{toBS}}[n]\) is the distance from node \(n\) to BS, and \(d_{\text{toBSmax}}[n]\) is the node range limit to BS. Sort the nodes based on the distance from BS applying Bubble Sort. Node-distance from BS is represented as follows in equation 20:

\[
d_{\text{toBS}}[n] = \sqrt{((S(n) \times x_d(\text{sink} \times x)) + ((S(n) \times y_d(\text{sink} \times y)))}
\]

(20)

iv. Each node computes a time interval given in equation 22, \(\text{time}(n)\) based on residual energy \(E_{\text{res}}^n\), average energy \(E_{\text{res}}^n\) consumed by a cluster in one round and preset threshold of time interval, \(T_c\) and random factor \(\varphi\), that varies between 0 to 0.5. When the SNs are having the same \(E_{\text{res}}\) then \(\varphi\) will help in reducing the communication conflicts.

\[
\text{time}(n) = \left(1 - \frac{E_{\text{res}}^n}{E_{\text{res}}^n}\right) \times T_c[i] + \varphi[i]
\]

(22)

In case once the Packet is received within the limits of time interval, \(\text{time}(n)\) it adds \(n\) to its list of CCH.

v. Newly developed node index variable \(N_i\) deduced from currently available energy, initial energy, alive node count, and hop count from BS. By integrating the metrics, node index \((N_i)\) is computed.

If node received is in the range of time interval, \(\text{time}(n)\), and more than node is in CCH then selection criteria will Sort the nodes based on the \(E_{\text{res}}^n\); again, if greater than one node is in the list, the selection criteria further extended on the basis of max node index. If the same condition of more than one persisted, then consider node with min id a selected node. This process will generate a list of eligible nodes in a sorted list for further computations.

During the setup phase, each node generates a random number \(R_d\). This \(R_d\) is generated using a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. If \(0 < R_d < 1\) otherwise a new \(R_d\) is suggested for node.

2. After \(R_d\) is obtained, it is in contrast with threshold \(T(n_i)\). A node elects itself as CH, if the \(R_d < T(n_i)\), otherwise it works as non-CH for current round \(r\). The improvement of this algorithm is mainly about the selection of CHs. The proposed a novel modified threshold formula \(T(n_i)\) is as equation 23:

\[
T(n_i) = \frac{P_i}{1 - P_i \times \text{max}(\frac{1}{P_i})} \times N_i , \text{if } n_i \in G
\]

\[
T(n_i) = \frac{P_i}{1 - P_i \times \text{max}(\frac{1}{P_i})} \times \alpha \frac{E_{\text{res}}^n}{E_{\text{in}}[n]} + \rho \left(1 - \frac{\text{Degree}[n]}{N_{\text{alive}}}\right) + \varphi \left(1 - \frac{d_{\text{toBS}}[n]}{d_{\text{toBSmax}}[n]}\right)
\]

(23)

Where \(P\): Percentage of CH, \(r\): current round count, \(G\): set of nodes not chosen as CHs in previous \(1/p\) rounds. CH broadcast its status to all members in-network.
3. Eventually, to shape the initial cluster, every node is connected to the closest CH as per Euclidean distance and sends a join packet to the elected CH.

4. CH plans TDMA schedule after obtaining link messages from the non-CH nodes and notifies member nodes of their own cluster.

Pseudocode of the proposed L-DDRI is given in Algorithm 1 and data flow given in Flowchart 1.
L-DDRI Algorithm: Modified Threshold $T(n_i)$

Procedure: Initialize CH_Selection ($R_d,E_{in}^n,E_{res}^n,d_{toBS}$)

Parameters:

$n$ ← Sensor Nodes

$R_d$ ← Random Num based on normal distribution

$E_{in}[n]$ ← Initial Energy of node n

$E_{a}^{n_i}$ ← Average Energy of node n in i$^{th}$ iteration

$E_{res}^{n_i}$ ← Residual Energy of node n in i$^{th}$ iteration

$d_{toBS}$ ← Distance to BS

Pseudocode: L-DDRI Algorithm:

Algorithm BEGIN

// Initialization Phase

for each $n$ in each Cluster

\[
\text{end for}
\]

// Model Building Phase:

for each cluster, all $n$ will compute the following:

\[
\text{end for}
\]

// Working Phase:

for each cluster, each $n$ will compute

\[
\text{end for}
\]

\[
N_i = \alpha \frac{E_{res}^n}{E_{in}[n]} + \rho \left(1 - \frac{\text{Degree}[n]}{N_{adv}}\right) + \varphi \left(1 - \frac{d_{toBS}[n]}{d_{toBSrmax}[n]}\right)
\]

// node index

\[
T(n_i) = \frac{P_i}{1 - P_i \times (r_{mod}(\frac{1}{P_i}))} \times N_i \text{ if } n_i \in G
\]

// modified threshold

$R_d = \text{rand}(1)$:

// random number is extracted applying normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1.

if ($R_d < T(n_i)$)

\[
\text{CH}(n^i) \leftarrow 1 \text{ if node } n \text{ be a CH}
\]

else

\[
\text{CH}(n^i) \leftarrow 0 \text{ if node } n \text{ be a CM}
\]

end if

end for

end for

if ($\text{CH}(n^i) = = T)$ then

Broadcast (adv) ← transmit announcement packet

If (receive CH_msg && state! = CH && has not send join_msg)

if ($\text{CH} \text{ advToBS}i > \text{Avg (advToBS) && D < D_m}$)

\[
\text{Join (cluster) } \leftarrow \text{CM}^i
\]

end if

end if

end if

END Algorithm

Algorithm 1 L-DDRI Algorithm

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed L-DDRI technique is implemented with the aim of improving the energy efficiency of the clustered sensor-based network. It identifies cluster heads based on the residual energy level of nodes, distance, degree, and a minimum number of clusters per Round. Each segment discusses the development framework, the setting for simulation, and the efficiency metrics.
5.1. Simulation Parameters and Setup

L-DDRI is simulated and examined using MATLAB described in two simulation scenarios. The experiment is initially conducted with a variety of nodes ranging from 25 to 100 placed in 100 m × 100 m of area. It is assumed that every node has initial energy of 0.5 J. Next, analysed the performance of L-DDRI with LEACH, UCS, and DEEC. In both scenarios, the BS location is taken in the center of the sensing field, and protocol performance is presented in terms of the number of CHs per Round, network lifetime, Packet’s arrival rate, and energy consumption. Table 1 shows the network simulation parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy, $E_{in}$</td>
<td>0.5 nJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy of transmitting each bit, $E_{Tx}$</td>
<td>50 nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy of receiving each bit, $E_{Rx}$</td>
<td>50 nJ/bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data aggregation energy, $E_{da}$</td>
<td>5 nJ/bit/signal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of iterations, $r$</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count of sensor nodes, $n$</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet to CH</td>
<td>2000 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data packet from CH to BS</td>
<td>6400 bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node distribution</td>
<td>Random distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication radius, $R_m$</td>
<td>20 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Initial Values for Simulation Parameters

5.2. Performance Metrics

The performance of the proposed L-DDRI technique has been evaluated by comparing with LEACH, UCS, and DEEC for different performance metrics. Following performance metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique.

5.2.1. CH Count Per Round

The node count which transmits collected data to BS from their members is chosen according to $T(n_i)$ threshold function. This can be determined in various channel models through equation 24.

$$k_{op} = (\sqrt{\pi} \cdot \varepsilon_f) \cdot \sqrt{2\pi} \cdot (1/\varepsilon_m) \cdot (\frac{M}{\pi d_{toBS}})$$ (24)

5.2.2. Stability Period and Network Lifetime

Stability Period: The time period from the initiation of networking service to FND occurs, which can be measured by given in equation 25:

$$T_{stability} = t_{FND} - t_{start}$$ (25)

Where $t_{FND} = 20 \times FND$, $t_{FND}$ is the moment when FND (First Node Dead) happened, and $t_{start}$ is the period when network service begins.

Network Lifetime: The period ranges from the start of network service until the last live SN dies, which can be determined by equation 26:

$$T_{lifetime} = t_{LDN} - t_{start}$$ (26)

Where $t_{LDN} = 20 \times LND$(Last Node Dead) and $t_{LDN}$ is the moment, all the SNs died.

5.2.3. Energy Consumption

WSN’s energy utilization mainly considers the energy usage of circuits and power amplifiers. Equation 7 measures the energy usage of each Round inside the network in various channel models. For every packet transmission, a specific rate of energy is fallen. The energy rate is therefore determined based on the total simulation time provided is given in equation 27.

$$Energy = \frac{\text{amount of energy for every packets}}{\text{total simulation time}}$$ (27)

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Simulations are considered for all sensors deployed $(x, y)$ where $(x_i = 0, y_i = 0)$ and $(x_j = 100, y_j = 100)$ and BS positioned at (50, 75) free space model $\varepsilon_f d^2 = 10 \text{ pJ/bit/m}^2$, multi-path fading model $\varepsilon_m d^4 = 0.0013 \text{ pJ/bit/m}^4$, taking these variables, the estimated count of CH lies as $0 < CH < 5$. Simulations identified analytically results that the optimal count of CHs is computed between 1 to 5. Thus, consider $C = 4$. Figure 3 shows sensor network deployed in simulations of network model.
6.1. Comparison of CH Count Per Round

Cluster head stabilization counts significantly impact the protocol's energy performance. If the number of CHs is smaller, the duration of data transfer of nodes to CH would be too long, resulting in additional energy usage, so the unnecessary data that the cluster head consumes to transmit would allow it to consume extra energy. If the total of CHs is high, overall network load is raised, the average energy usage of each network round shoots up, the capacity of network data fusion is reduced; thus, network's lifespan reduces. Figure 4-6 displays the LEACH, UCS, DEEC, and LEACH-DDRI protocol headcount per Round for cluster. The CH variation in the proposed L-DDRI provides improved outcomes in contrast with others, as shown in the graph. CH count varies in the context of LEACH protocol between $5 \leq c \leq 18$ and L-DDRI protocol from $1 \leq c \leq 5$. The L-DDRI protocol requires measuring optimum CH count dependent on WSN's energy demand per Round, thus reducing cluster headcount randomness. Stabilizing CH count in L-DDRI is relevant related to node death. If WSN includes a significant dead node count so to support the network's energy usage, the overall cluster bandwidth would be decreased accordingly.

![Figure 4 Performance Comparison of Cluster Head Count Considering $r = 50$](image)

![Figure 5 Performance Comparison of Cluster Head Count Considering $r = 100$](image)
6.2. Comparison of Stability Period and Network Lifetime

With this measuring variable tracked the WSN area's life cycle as stable time span and unstable phase. The interval between LND and FND signifies unpredictable duration. It is primarily used in the domain of environmental management, and the positioning of sensor nodes involves a wide range. Because of the huge distribution field, if large-range nodes die, any data gathered cannot correctly determine the environmental parameters. This paper, therefore, analyses the lifespan of the network according to FND to determine L-DDRI has remarkable influence in contrast with the other protocols. Figure 7 demonstrates alive node count over rounds in LEACH, UCS, DEEC, and L-DDRI. In comparison, it shows proposed L-DDRI improved FND by 57%. The approach presented has now strengthened efficiency in the stabilization process. Enhanced efficiency is the cause of constant CH count, and the L-DDRI protocol eliminates these variations.

![Figure 6 Performance Comparison of Cluster Head Count Considering \( r = 1000 \)](image1)

![Figure 7 Performance Comparison of Network Lifetime](image2)
6.3. Comparison of Packets Arrival Rate at BS

One of the metrics for determining the high rate of energy consumption is the BS packet arrival rate. The more structured the delivery of resources throughout the network, the more packets the BS gets. Figure 8 and 9 indicates the count of packets obtained at BS for protocols LEACH, UCS and DEEC, and L-DDRI, where the duration of one Packet is 2000/bit. L-DDRI raises the number of packets provided at the BS by 42.4% compared with all. The substantial improvement in packet computation obtained by BS is attributed to a decrease in the probability of CH and an efficient decline in energy usage in a managed cluster interaction.
6.4. Comparison of Energy Consumption

Energy utilization relates to the cumulative resources used by the network for transmission, reception, and processing of results. The contrasts between the various methods were rendered based on the energy usage of both CH and Cluster members. As shown in Figure 10, the L-DDRI strategy achieves minimal energy usage.

These results are possible to accomplish as our method changes the number of clusters in each round for energy load equality. Besides that, the SNs that become CHs are dynamically selected. As a consequence, the functions of SNs can be switched every round to obtain a communication protocol that uses less energy and lasts longer. The evolved model includes additional parameters that influence CH choice, resulting in an optimum cluster organization that uses minimal energy per round.

Figure 10 Performance Comparison of Energy Consumption

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

The key concerns affecting the WSN include energy consumption, node life cycle, network, and system stability and performance. Clustering is commonly used to minimize energy usage and enhance network stability. The effective routing protocol plays a key role in preserving the cluster and its node's resources and stabilization. In this paper, an optimal solution has been suggested to strengthen the routing protocols based on probabilistic adaptive clustering. It is based on dynamically changing CH election probability. The method intends to choose the correct cluster head node at each Round for each cluster. It is achieved by adjusting the threshold for CH selection with $R_d$ obtained through normal distribution.

Based on the residual energy level of nodes and the total number of clusters per Round, it selects cluster heads. The L-DDRI is simulated using MATLAB and found to be performing stronger in terms of stability and network lifespan than LEACH, UCS, and DEEC. Proposed approach L-DDRI builds a more stable routing environment. For the future, the proposed methodology is collaborated with intelligent algorithms for adaptive heuristic clustering and applied in practice.
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